
Panel Description Dialog

Page 1 The sneak

1.1 Shows James sneaking through

the building, on a high ledge,

staring at guards, the shot

will be over the shoulder. He

raises his tranquilizer, ready

to fire

1.2 Changes camera shot, with

James still staring at guard

by with the shot in front of

guard with the same geography

of characters. James the

shoots the guard with a

tranquilizer and the guard

begins to fall

1.3 The shot goes back to the

first panel, with James

dragging the knocked out guard

off shot

1.4 Shows james again up on a

ledge, the shot is a close

up

JAMES BUCKELL

(thought bubble)

Sooo, I’m about to rake in the

next big haul, grab myself some

big rubies and diamonds...

1.5 Over the shoulder shot again

with James, staring at a vault

with two guards

JAMES BUCKELL

(Thought bubbles)

And yet I can’t help but to

reminisce my boring past

(sigh) My boring, boring past

Flashback Time



Panel Description Dialog

Page 2 The flashback

2.1 Wide shot at family table,

everyone in silhouettes, wife

to the right, husband to left

and son in the middle

JAMES BUCKELL

(Narration bubble)

I had a very nice family, I

believe I was raised properly.

I had a sweet loving mother and

a strict proud loving Dad. Life

was good back at home but it was

just... Plane

2.2 Wide shot of a school class

from the front, with all

different pointy shapes and

colours to make the scene, but

still like a silhouette

JAMES BUCKELL

(Narration bubble)

School was fun and interesting,

I learned a lot of different

things. I had friends so I

wasn’t a lonely child.

However most of the time it

was boring, all we did was

talk. Some topics were fun but

other topics I was never fully

engaged.

2.3 A shot of in front of James,

behind the desk working, the

art style is very polygon

and sharp, more detail, no

longer a silhouette. James is

depressed and dressed smartly

JAMES BUCKELL

(Narration bubble)

Work was the worst, I was an

accountant. All I did was type

at a computer for hours. Sorting

out documents for finance and

looking for loopholes whilst

only having short breaks in

between.

I wish to never go back to that

office or life.

2.4 A close up shot on James from

inside the safe reaching for

the diamonds and rubies. In

the background behind James,

you can see a guard just about

to enter the room.

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

Well at least I now have you

sparklies to comfort me.



Panel Description Dialog

Page 2 The flashback

2.5 The shot is over the security

guards shoulder facing James

as he looks surprised at the

guard. James is in front of

the wide open safe hugging

jewelry and diamonds.

SECURITY GUARD 1

(dialogue bubble)

We’ve got an intruder on the 3rd

floor in the safe room... wait

it’s Red Eyes, I need back up

JAMES BUCKELL

(singing)

He knows my naaame



Panel Description Dialog

Page 3 The steal

3.1 The shot is aimed at the

entrance the guard came

through. The guard is laying

against door with a tranq

sticking in his chest. You

see the back half of James as

he leaves through the doors

with great speed.

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

I’m sorry my love, until next

time.

3.2 The shot is again aimed at the

door but from the other side.

James is running away from

it, covering his eyes with his

arm. The panel will transition

after the first dialogue to a

close up shot on James face as

he falls over

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

Oh I miss him already but I know

our love was not meant to be.

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

Eh?

3.3 A very close up shot on

James’s face as he bangs his

head against the floor

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

(Grunts from pain)

3.4 A shot inside the spaceship,

in a dark room behind to

aliens that are hidden in the

shadows. The only lights are

from the console lights and

the screen, the screen has an

image of James picking himself

up.

ALIEN 1

(dialogue bubble)

Wait whats wrong, why are you

panicking.

ALIEN 2

(dialogue bubble)

I..I’ve lost control! for some

reason we do not have control of

that humans mind... what should

we do?

ALIEN 1

(dialogue bubble)

Looks like we gonna have sort

this out the hard way. At least

we’ll be able to get some more

research.

3.5 The shot is distant but is

focused on James getting

up after his fall. He is up

rubbing his head from the

pain.

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

Ow ow ow ow, why is this shit

happening, what have I done

wrong oh angry gods



Panel Description Dialog

Page 3 The steal

3.6 The shot is over James’s

shoulder as he stares down

the corridor. Shadows can be

seen around the corridor as

back up begins to arrive.

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

Oh. well then, that changes

things

(thought bubble)

I need to split before these

guys arrive, otherwise I’ll be

Swiss cheese (full of holes for

the dumbs)



Panel Description Dialog

Page 4 The teleport

4.1 the shot is facing towards

James but also is has a view

around the corner to see the

guards. James is also looking

around the corner being very

silent. An alarm is going off

at the same time

ALARM

(spiky electric bubble)

Intruder alert, intruder alert!

Red Eyes has broken into the

building. Everyone go on high

alert, if he tries to escape

open fire

4.2 The shot becomes more focused

on James as he sighs and

catches a breather as he tries

to figure out whats wrong.

JAMES BUCKELL

(thought bubble)

Well that was a close one, if

I hadn’t tripped I would have

been caught. I would be royally

screwed.

Wait why did that guard appear,

if I am correct I made sure no

guards could have interrupted.

(dialogue bubble)

Also why do I feel so li...

4.3 The shot is low and pointing

up towards James, focusing

on his legs which are slowly

disappearing, along with parts

of his body. You can see the

worried expression on James

face clearly.

JAMES BUCKELL

(dialogue bubble)

iigght!

(dialogue bubble)

Oh god why is this happening, I

am literally disappearing... is

this the matrix or I’am having a

fever dream. oooh noo!...

4.4 The shot is from the top

down towards James as he

looks up in disbelieve as

his body starts to disappear

even faster. The panel

slowly becomes brighter and

brighter until all thats

left is a white panel with

the speech bubble left and to

be continued.

JAMES BUCKELL

(Shouting bubble)

Dear god, tell my peanut guy

thank you for all the delicious

honey roasted peanuts!


